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held at Box Hill Community Arts
Centre
on Saturday 12 October, 2019
MEETING OPENED 12.50 pm

PRESENT
20 Members present as per sign
in book
APOLOGIES Ann Gason,
Anne Payne, Jenny Weissel,
Ursula Simmons, Jo Peake, Jan
Jorgesen, Carol Downey, Anzara
Clarke, Marion Little, Leanne
Poole, Laraine Peters, Tricia
McCaughey, Barb Adams
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

That the minutes of the General
Meeting held on 3 August be
confirmed.
Moved Cecilia
Seconded
Dorothy
Carried
MATTERS ARISING

Deckle Edge: Proposed
outsourcing of design and
production of online Deckle
Edge. Members had been asked
to source interested graphic
designers in order to obtain
quotes for discussion. Scope 16
pages, 4 times a year. Gail gave
quote she obtained for design
and new layout, $75 per hour,
$600 first edition, then $450
for each subsequent edition.
Seen by members to be too
big an investment. Resolved
to keep looking. Anne Thoday
volunteered to follow up with a
contact she has.

Antje Bauer – (03) 9876 3305
Stables Roster
Carol Downey (03) 9459 5476
caroldowney14@gmail.com
Webmaster
Barb Adams webmaster@
papermakers.org.au
Archives
Helen McPherson 0455 202 156
helenkmcpherson@hotmail.com
Collage Pack Co-ordinator
Ursula Simmons
Meeting Day Host
Tricia Alexander Bernadette
Towan
Social Media
Leanne Poole
Trading Table
Jan Jorgensen

Royal Melbourne Show: Many
more paper entries this year.
Congratulations to Christine
Tyrer, a prize for sculpture.

Eltham Library Exhibition
Space: Christine approached
the Library and received very
positive response. Forwarded
to Gail. Propose offering a
workshop in January and an
Exhibition the following year.
Application needed in July. Gail
to follow through.

BHCAC Regular Users Group:
Gail attended, nothing to report
CORRESPONDENCE REPORT

In: Eltham Library response
Confirmation from Julia Hempel
Out: BHCAC Application
submitted to Julia Hempel

Insurance Policy renewed,
we have public liability and
contents, Gail’s question to the
Broker about tutor liability
was not answered, how do we
accommodate tutors who are
not insured? Suggestion from
the floor to offer three scenarios
to Broker to determine what is
covered. How do other groups
work this? The meeting resolved
to keep investigating.
Annual report to Consumer
Affairs submitted by Jenny

TREASURER’S REPORT (Jenny)
As per Treasurers’ Report
General Ac – $21439.24
Exhibition Ac – $1791.57
Workshop Ac – $1043.31

Papermakers of Victoria is
supported by The City of
Whitehorse and the Box Hill
Community Arts Centre.

Term deposit - $10000.00
matures 28/05/2020
Current membership 64

New members Kate Hill, Lyn
Phillips, Jo-Anne Britt

That the Financial Report be
received
Moved Jenny
Seconded Robyn
Carried

GENERAL BUSINESS

‘Hidden’ Exhibition Update: 55
entries by 21 members plus
Yabbers and Papermates.
Catalogue being prepared
Set up, BHCAC 10am Monday
21st October, Gail, Anne Thoday,
Christine Tyrer,
Exhibition opening, 6pm,
Thursday 24th October
Catering, Large platter to include
cheeses and crackers (Anne
P.), fresh fruit (Christine Tyrer)
vegetable sticks and hummus
(Gail) dolmades (Anne Thoday).
Drinks: Soft drinks (Christine
T.) Gail to check if we can
serve wine and communicate
outcome.
Take down, afternoon of Sunday,
3 November. Volunteers called
for.
Matchbox Challenge entries: 35
entries by 15 members. Judith
unavailable for pack-up. Collect
entries on afternoon of pack-up,
otherwise entries to be returned
to Judith for distribution.
Photography: Leanne offered to
photograph exhibition.
Workshops and Demonstrations:
Using Plant Fibres, Gail, next
Saturday, 7 enrolled including

2 non-members; Buttonhole
Books, Barb, November 2 and
3, so far 2 enrolled need 3 more
enrolments.
Public Relations:
Social Media, Leanne will put
Exhibition and Workshops on
Facebook

Website update, Revive action
when Barb gets back

Deckle Edge, Call for articles
and photos. Judith volunteered
to write up Matchbox Challenge
and Anne Thoday volunteered to
write up the ‘Hidden’ Exhibition.

HOW DODGY PAPER BEGAN
At last month’s meeting we were lucky enough to
have Roger from Dodgy paper present the story
of his obsession with all things papery. Roger’s
obsession began a couple of years ago with a kid’s
paper-making kit. He was already a full-time artist
after studying at Monash University but now he
had a great way of recycling artworks he was
no longer enamoured with or as someone in the
audience said, he could bury his mistakes!

Stables Studio: Making
Large Sheets Day, Sunday 24
November, fully-booked, Helen
will email participants with
details; all equipment is in
working order.
Papermates: making boxes.

Yabbers: made pineapple fiber
paper at the Stables and have
entered altered books in the
Exhibition.
OTHER BUSINESS

Planning meeting 10am Sunday,
27th October at Gail’s, members
welcome, or contact Gail with
ideas.
MEETING CLOSED 1.36pm
NEXT MEETING

Christmas Social, Saturday
7 December, 12 noon. Bring
a plate to share, 12 Days of
Christmas
Raffle, Charity donation in
envelope.

NEXT MEETING

12 noon Shared Lunch, library, socialise, view
christmas swap books, collect calendars, view
matchbox books
2 pm Draw 12 days of Christmas raffle
select recipient for the donations
4 pm Conclusion

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome these new members
Jo-Anne Britt
Wendy Leason

Roger Photograph Carole Hampshire

Roger was working in a shared studio space so he
was soon making paper for the artists around him
too. The brand name, Dodgy Paper, was born with
the launch of his instagram page. By now he was
using old magazines as well as unwanted artworks
and selling bundles of paper, such as the 6 pack
‘brewed in Melbourne’, on instagram.
THE DECKLE EDGE Summer 2019
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He was also using quality off cuts to make ‘Not That Dodgy’ paper as the quality with
magazines, etc could vary but others loved the random bits of words and images that would
appear in the dodgy paper.

He invited artists to exhibit at a show using
his paper then in August 2017 he had an
even bigger show with over 130 artists and
many of the artworks sold. In December of
that year he was offered a studio and shop
front as part of Docklands Renew scheme.
He was part of a whole avenue of artists and
makers in the Dockland shopping precinct.
He could take his dodgy paper making to
another level. He installed twin tubs for
blending the paper and increased his output
to meet demand. Passers by could pop
in and see how the paper was made and
purchase a pack too. When the Docklands
lease ended, Roger made a double dodgy
deluxe batch of paper from all the scraps on
the floor!

Dodgy art Photograph Carole Hampshire

There was a trip to Bali where he ran papermaking workshops and another to Brunei
where he used noodle boxes and parking
tickets for the pulp. Recently he had an artist’s
residency in Queenstown, Tasmania and
experimented with ochres, charcoal from the
fire, mica and other minerals including copper
slag. On display were examples of his different
papers and some of his vibrant artwork. We all
thoroughly enjoyed the talk with powerpoint
and artwork and papers on show.

Carole Hampshire

Dodgy display Photograph Carole Hampshire
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TALKING PAPER SUMMER
Valda Quick Paper Arts Biennial - ‘Hidden’ - was held from 21 October
until 3 November 2019 at Box Hill Community Arts Centre. What a
great, varied exhibition it was. You can see some images throughout
this Deckle Edge and I thought you’d like to hear some of the entries in
the visitors book:- ‘Lovely medium’, ‘A wonderful exhibition’, ‘Bravo!
An outstanding exhibition’, ‘Amazing creativity expressed in handmade
paper’ and many others in a similar vein.

Leanne Poole kindly photographed all the works in the exhibition and
I have put together a calendar that will be available at the next meeting
(hopefully) or can be posted to you. It worked out really well with space
for work by all the exhibitors. This year we are selling them for $10 each
and the funds will go towards our next exhibition. They make a great
Christmas or New Year present and document our exhibition.

The postcard exchange has been rolling along thanks to Ann Baxter
for the reminders, for managing the exchanges and for putting together a pdf document of images of the
works that Barb puts on our website in the member area.

We had an excellent planning meeting and are
proposing workshops on traditional Korean
papercraft, marbling, paper to book, watermarks,
brush and natural ink making, using the beaters
to make paper from T-shirts and jeans. We are
scheduling paper days at the stables: making paper,
printing and processing cumbungi. Our meetings
will be a mix of speakers and activities with Annique
Goldenberg being our speaker for the February
meeting, you’ll be asked to bring along some sharp
scissors so that we can be part of her exciting
project with St Paul’s Cathedral. Deborah Blakeley
of Zone Arts will speak at our AGM about the artists
she interviews for her website. We have asked
Papermates and Yabbers to lead an activity session
each and we are hoping for a printfest for our April
meeting. I have made a booking for Jamieson for
three nights this time 24-27 April. All in all another
full year that can always be added to.
Our next meeting is a social gathering without an
official meeting, please bring along a plate to share
for lunch. We will have twelve papery raffle prizes
and Anne is bringing some paper and instructions
for making origami stars that can be added to the
paper Christmas tree. We will toast our patron saint,
Santa Maria Maddelena and there will be plenty of
time to socialise. Have an enjoyable summer break
and take care.

Gail Stiffe

Ursula Simmons
Curl Leaf Spider					
Photograph Leanne Poole
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HIDDEN TALENT AMONGST THE
PAPERMAKERS OF VICTORIA“HIDDEN” THE FIFTH VALDA QUICK PAPER
ARTS BIENNIAL
It was with great pleasure that I visited the Fifth Valda Quick paper Arts Biennial
“Hidden” held at the Box Hill Community Arts Centre on October 21st.  The theme
‘hidden’ was illustrated by this group of artists through stories hidden in pockets,
surprises in matchboxes, hidden stories in books and sculpture, spiders found in
curled leaves, hidden pigment in leaves, surprises in rock pools, exposed oysters
at low tide, camouflage and hidden images within the works themselves. The
exhibition showcased an astonishing array of paper making, fine art and craft skills.  
Works included paper making
from a variety of plant materials
embellished or created using stitchin
g shibori, printmaking, eco printing,
mono printing, exquisite drawing,
water colour painting, paper sculpture,
book making and altered books, and a
lovely display of altered matchboxes all
addressing the “hidden” theme. Many
of these skills had been honed in recent
workshops held by the Paper Makers of
Victoria.

Leanne Poole Petite Indigo Photograph Leanne Poole

Connies Coat and Book Photograph Leanne Poole

Anne Thoday - Hidden Pigment 2 (detail) Photograph Leanne Poole
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Of particular interest was Connie’s Coat, a collaborative work made by Ann Gason,
Barb Adams, Chris Rose, Chris Smith and Gail Stiffe during a week-long residency
in Jamieson, Victoria. This was a life-size coat made from plant fibre (said to be a
representation of the original “Dry as A Bone” made by the fictitious “Connie”) with
many pockets containing hidden stories and surprises accompanied by a book that
told Connie’s story.

Congratulations to all the artists who made this a success, especially Christine Tyrer
for coordinating and hanging the exhibition.

Anne Thoday

Barb Adams Blue as Cobra Poison and Sewn
Photograph Leanne Poole				
				

Ruth Ault: River Bank Jamieson
Photograph Leanne Poole

HIDDEN SHORT PIECES

I enjoyed the Hidden Exhibition held at Box Hill recently. Lots of interesting pieces and the
Matchbox Challenge entries were creative. Christine and her Committee did a wonderful job.

When I returned home I noticed my lovely brooch made by Trish Alexander,was missing.Imagine
my delight when two weeks later the brooch was found at the Box Hill Community centre and
returned to me.It was the ideal place to lose my special brooch!!

Jan Jorgensen

Connies Book Photograph Leanne Poole
The Brooch Photograph Gail Stiffe
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An invitation to exhibit helps me focus on a
theme and complete a work.
My book THE SEASIDE SENTINEL was the
result of attending a POV workshop with Glen
Skein.

Printmaking paper, tracing paper, handmade
paper cover, Mono print, photo release, text by
artist.

Barb Adams

Barb Adams SEaside Sentinel Photograph Leanne Poole

PAPER DOLLS

Christine Tyrer Look, I Found One Photograph Leanne Poole

The miniature dioramas by
Christine Tyrer at the recent
Exhibition at the Box Hill
Community Arts Centre were
exquisite. Christine had meticulously created two scenes
each with figures in a realistic
setting, all made from paper
pulp on tiny wire armatures.
One was a scene complete
with three rustic individuals,
sheep and feed in a flowery
meadow. The other was a
family of three on an egg hunt,
with hens secreted among the
grasses. They reminded me of

the Japanese paper dolls that were included in
an exhibition in Akita, Japan, earlier this year. I
share these with you.

Jumonji Washi featured in my story in the
Deckle Edge of September/October, 2017.
Jumonji Washi is the northern most hand- made
washi producer in Japan. It is unique in that
Kiyoo Sasaki the Master, is the latest in a long
line of farmers in his family to produce washi
during the long cold winter, when farming is
suspended. He maintains the hand methods
used over generations, enlisting the help of a
regular band of locals committed to maintaining
the tradition.
8
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Christine Tyrer I’m Here, Can You See Me? Photograph Leanne Poole

Each year, Kiyoo and Jumonji Washi hold an exhibition in Akita, the nearest large city in
the west of Northern Honshu. Works are created with the washi paper produced from the
mulberry trees grown on Kiyoo’s farm. The paper may be dyed with persimmon and indigo
dyes made by his loyal local artists, having made the dyes from plants they themselves have
grown.

Core members of the exhibition are
Kiyoo Sasaki, Hiroko Watanabe, and
Yuko Izumikawa, with, this year, the
addition of works of Kyoko Kusanagi.
It is the paper dolls of Kyoko Kusanagi
that I share with you. Kyoko is a
Japanese paper doll artist and teacher
of paper doll making. The figures in
action are made from Jumonji washi,
dyed with persimmon tannin made
by Hiroko Watanabe. They represent
Japanese papermakers from ancient
times, a time when all women wore
kimonos. Like Christine’s work, I find
them particularly appealing.

Anne Pitkethly

Preparing the fibre

Beating

Couching

Drying

Persimmon Painting by Japanes artist Rei Inoue (Stables 2017 See Deckle Edge 29-1)
THE DECKLE EDGE Summer 2019
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MATCHBOX BOOK CHALLENGE
Last exhibition it was the Black Box Challenge. This time, as part of our Hidden exhibition, a
Matchbox Book Challenge was issued.

Members were encouraged to submit up to three
entries, using commercial matchboxes of either
of the two described sizes. The inside of the
box was to contain handmade books, perhaps
attached to the inside of the box (concertina
style) or made to fit inside the box as a discrete
unit or units. Commercial or handmade paper
was acceptable and decorating the outside of
the box was not mandatory but doing so may
enhance the theme of the contents. In keeping
with the ‘hidden’ theme of our exhibition, the
sliding open/close mechanism of the matchbox
should not be disrupted.
With the parameters set, 15 members created

Ursula Simmons

a charming and engaging spectacle of 36
boxes that delighted all who were able to
visit the exhibition. On display were exquisite
techniques including woven shifu, knitted paper
twine, encaustic, etching, burning and used
matchsticks as part of the binding, a cindered
paper scroll, monoprinting and other delicate
surface techniques and beautiful handmade
paper with intricately expressive edges.

Leanne Poole

‘There is always something to find’ was the
theme of one entry, and clearly other members
agreed, with entries incorporating collected
flora and found bits, Japanese boro, buttons,
postage stamps- even a worn metal shoe tap!
One member represented Sea, Fire and Forest

Judith Lawler

Carole Hampshire
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with tiny flag books. There were some quirky
themes too: Alexander Beetle (Melanie 1971- oh
the memory!); and a box that had the Redheads
brand cover intact and inside a miniature book
with tied-binding (the red thread mimicked red
hair growing from the spine) and inside each page
devoted to every name this red-headed member
has received from childhood to adulthood! How
inspired is that?

I want to thank all contributors for their artistic
talents and individual flair. The challenge I now
have is to come up with something engaging for
our next exhibition that incorporates a box or
container. Watch this space!

Judith Lawler

Gail Stiffe

Christine Tyrer

Christine Tyrer

Chris Rose All photographs Leanne Poole
Anne Gason
THE DECKLE EDGE Summer 2019
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ANNIQUE GOLDENBERG- AN INTRODUCTION
My name is Annique Goldenberg, and I am Northern Rivers based visual artist. I will be coming
to Melbourne in early 2020 to create an art installation with the community of St Paul’s
Cathedral, where I am inviting the staff and congregation to participate in the making of a
largescale piece of river-paper unique to St Paul’s and the Yarra River.
I am an environmentally focused artist who works with the transformative and connective
nature of water using a variety of media. As part of my Doctor of Visual Art research at
Queensland College of Art, Griffith University, I am developing a series of very large handmade
pieces of river-paper, reaching out to different communities around the country, quite literally
using river water to bring people out into the environment to create conversations about
connection with each other and nature.

Mantle Rising. Handmade river-paper with laser line. 2019. Image:
Jonathan Tse

The 8-metre x 2-metre piece of hand-paper to
be installed in St Paul’s Cathedral will be made
using river water collected by the participants,
old damaged prayer sheets and hymnals from
the Cathedral, and pulped clothing sourced
from within the congregation, literally as well
as metaphorically combining this community
with the river. I will also be asking the participants to record a short conversation between
themselves and the river, to be used to create a
soundtrack with recordings collected from the
river itself.

The first piece in this series, Mantle Rising,
was exhibited in Brisbane earlier this year
as part of my exhibition: LIVING WATER: in
flux. This work consisted of two elements:
an 8 m x 2.4 m piece of paper made using
pulped op-shop sheets soaked in flood mud
from the 2017 Lismore floods, and a specially
designed laser tilt mechanism, which very
slowly moved a red laser line up and down
the surface of the paper. The slow-moving red
line symbolically references rising sea levels,
floods, and the natural rhythmic nature of
tidal ebb and flow. In order to achieve these
largescale pieces of site-specific paper I am
working on a method of pulp drawing that
allows me to create paper of any scale or
shape, in any environment.

Mantle Rising detail. Handmade river-paper with laser line. 2019.
Image: Jonathan Tse

For me, the piece at St Paul’s holds many possible conversations; reconnection with the river
in an urban setting, inclusion, connection within community, and connection with indigenous
knowledge. I have named the piece LIVING WATER: Birrarung Yarra Yarra speaks out of respect
to the Kulin Nation through which the river flows. In researching this project, I came to learn the
Wurundjeri name for the river is Birrarung (river of mists). Yarra (from yarro yarro meaning
fast flowing water or waterfall in the Boon Wurrung language) refers to a waterfall that existed
under the current Queen St bridge. For thousands of years this waterfall was an important place
of connection and point of crossing for the Boon Wurrung and Woiwurrung language groups of
the Kulin Nation.
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What is of significance to me and the project is that the importance of water and river to
notions of healing, transformation and connection are also central to Christian teachings.
I find papermaking an ideal process to explore and realise my research concepts; materially
paper is born in water yet has an uneasy relationship with water long term; the fibres are
sourced from organic matter both directly in nature, but also through the method of recycling
fabrics; conceptually, papermaking can open conversations about how we source and use
water; how plants are grown; and how technological advances and consumer habits have
impacted nature. Papermaking is a temporal activity, it cannot be hurried, by inviting participants to hand-make, to feel, touch, smell, and hear, water and fibre are experienced more
directly in a way not normally found in our hurried everyday lives.

Moving into Darkness. Large-scale paper pulp floor drawing depicting
the shape of the Arctic Ice Cap in October 2017, installed under
ultraviolet light.2019. Inspired by a residency in The Arctic Circle.

Moving into Darkness detail. Large-scale paper pulp floor drawing
depicting the shape of the Arctic Ice Cap in October 2017, installed
under ultraviolet light.2019. Inspired by a residency in The Arctic
Circle.

I am delighted to have connected with the Papermakers of Victoria through Gail Stiffe, and I am
very happy that you have invited me to join your membership and use your studio to enable
the making of this project at St Paul’s. I look forward to meeting you at your first meeting of
the year on February 1st to talk more about the project, and I thank you in advance for all the
offers of help. This project is an inclusive one and I would like to extend the invitation to your
members to participate as well, more information to follow.
BIO: Born in England, Annique originally trained as an architect in London. However, in her
mid-20s life took a different direction and over the next 30 years she found herself living
in various countries and sailing numerous oceans. These threads brought her to Australia
13 years ago where she was finally able to undertake a visual arts degree at Southern Cross
University. It was here that Annique was introduced to papermaking by Tim Mosely. A few
years later, she returned to the artform at QCA, working again with Tim who has created
an important papermaking studio encouraging research into this seductive medium. The
variety of Annique’s life experiences are central to her process-led approach, and her Doctoral
Research investigates how, in this time of climate change overwhelm, the act of artistic
creation in the environment can enable ways to reconnect us with nature and each other
through empathy and inclusion. Her methods examine how we can communicate and value
“partnership with” over “control of” our extraordinary environment as a regenerative way
forward.

Annique Goldenberg
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INTRO TO GRAMPIANARTS
Below is Liz Powell’s delightful article on her workshop held earlier this year in the Grampians as part
of the GrampiansArts event. We are highlighting this event as once again the bookings for workshops
in 2020 have opened. I myself have done workshops there and it is tremendously enjoyable. It is a
great opportunity to meet like-minded creatives and to exchange ideas and stock up on rare craft items
available from the trading tables at various times during the day.
Website is www.grampianarts.com.au/about-grampianarts

So here is Liz Powell’s experience of teaching a workshop there together with some fabulous photos of
the students’ achievements.

Carole Hampshire

INDIGO IN THE GRAMPIANS

Yes, it was that time of year again, March, and
Grampians Textures was upon us. It is a great
event, more than ably organised by Marion
Mathews and her merry band of helpers, and set in
the amazing landscape of the Grampians National
Park. The little town of Hall’s Gap is suddenly filled
with hordes of people interested in making and
doing in fibre arts.

I was lucky enough to be teaching indigo on
paper there. It’s not the first time I’ve taught
this technique but as usual I never do the same
thing twice. This allows for a lot of playing with
formats, aims and results and usually a lot of happy
students. I am a believer in participants acquiring
an in-depth knowledge of the materials they are
working with and why they behave the way they
do but without it being a painful process (no one
wants to be reminded of your last dentist visit in
a workshop). To this end we did a lot of experimenting and a lot of discussion of results initially,
then people were free to see how far they could
take this technique. Understanding that though
paper can be treated like fabric to a large extent
and yet has its own unique properties was a major
part of the learning curve.
Liz Powell Sample

We had an ideal venue for the workshop at
the Pétanque Club Sports Grounds. Its broad
wrap-around veranda gave a great staging point
for keeping vats warm in the sun all day and easy

access to the oval for hosing off the excess indigo. Inside we had plenty of room in the large comfortable
clubhouse for sitting around our tables stitching and clamping and chatting, exchanging what had been
learned as results were ironed and dried.

There were two workshops which ran consecutively. The two day group concentrated on pleating,
clamping, and some stitching as resists, while the four day group (some people took both) pushed
resists, sashiko stitching and paper types further with wax, starch and other media. At the end of the first
weekend the class made concertina books with selected pages from their vats. The plan for the longer
group was to use rice paper for installations in the trees but unfortunately events overtook us and I had
14 THE DECKLE EDGE Summer 2019

to leave a day early. Very fortunately expert
dyer and friend Anne Leon was participating as a student in another class and was
able to look after the second group for their
final day.
But what more could you ask? Great
weather, great classes, great results and
great friends!

Liz Powell

THE PRIMROSE PAPER ARTS STORY
The First Twenty Years

This project began as a way to remember the people who started what is now called Primrose Paper
Arts Inc. and the vision that drove them to work so hard to establish it. The first ten years saw the
tremendous work these women put in to lay the foundations for the enterprise, and the next ten years
saw the consolidation of their work as more and more people, almost all women, stepped up to ensure
its continuation as a valuable sustainable resource for artists and all members of the community and to
keep alive the art of handmade paper through ongoing programs of workshops and exhibitions.
Primrose Paperworks, as it was known in 1991, owes much to North
Sydney Council, for selecting it as one of the art groups to be located in the
newly restored building, Primrose Park Arts and Crafts Centre, and for its
continuing support. Primrose Paper Arts Inc. turned this opportunity into
an internationally renowned centre for handmade paper arts, run entirely by
volunteers for nearly 30 years.
ISBN: 978-0-6485602-0-3
Published in 2019; 66 pages in paperback with many colour images
of members’ activities and works. Price: $35.00 (plus P&P) Enquiries
about how to purchase this book should be sent to …Lydia Fegan, PO Box
305,Cremorne NSW 2090 Australia Emails to: feganlydia12@ogmail.com
or Tel: 0416 147 476

Lydia Fegan, M.A.
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WORKSHOP REPORTS
COLOURING PAPER WITH NATURAL DYES
Workshop with Gail Stiffe

As we arrived we donated our collection of oxalis
flowers to the dye pot which was put on to cook for
an hour or so.

Then as we all gathered at the Stables Studio with
our glass jars and couching cloths, Gail began by
explaining a bit about natural dyes. Natural dyes can
be sourced from the plants around us: their leaves,
flowers, seeds, husks, bark, roots, berries and nuts.
There are so many sources to experiment with and
that includes ones in our kitchen such as chilli and
turmeric powder.

But we only had one day so we were sticking to just
a few: avocado, oxalis pes-caprae, acacia boomanii
and brown onion skins. Gail had samples from other dye vats she’d made during the weeks preceding so
we had examples at the end of the day.
First we had to make our A6 deckle box as we
were going to learn a new technique. The box was
simply made from a single perspex piece cut to the
measured size and taped together with a heavy duty
waterproof tape. This was placed on the mesh part

of a slightly larger deckle, submerged in the small water bath and a scoop of the relevant pulp added.
Once we got the hang of the method we were away!

We used many different dye batches with our paper pulp so it was important to keep track of all the
variations, this proved quite a challenge. For example there were at least three different batches of the
oxalis flower dye, one being plain, another with soy milk (soaked overnight) and another with aluminium
acetate. A further batch had ferrous sulphate added to give a darker hue.
Each batch was then pulped together with water and some cornflower size to make eight A6 size (or
slightly larger due to a measurement miscalculation! ) pieces of paper. Formation can also be added
to the water bath to slow down drainage but wasn’t needed on this day. There were avocado pips and
skins that had been boiled. Three batches were prepared of plain, aluminium acetate and soy and more
paper produced. With the avocado mix we had three samples with washing soda added when boiling the
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avocado bits and three without washing soda added. Every addition or omission made a difference to the
final colour of the paper made.
We had a quick lunch while the samples dried by the heater ( not much sun outside and a strong wind).
After lunch Gail demonstrated how to make our
sample book and finally we had a demo of how to
make natural dye inks. We made avocado pip ink

and blueberry ink (from frozen blueberries). Each
batch was boiled for about 20 minutes with some
washing soda, then strained and gum arabic added
to thicken the ink. Finally a few drops of essential
oil added to preserve the ink and the ink poured in a
glass container. The colours worked really well and
I’m looking forward to experimenting with the inks
soon.
It was a very productive day thanks to Gail’s hard
work in prepping so much for us. Everyone came
away with many samples and a lot more knowledge
about natural dyes.

A couple of books about natural dyes that are worth a
read: Botanical Inks by Babs Behan (Quadrille 2018)
and The Wild Dyer by Abigail Booth (Kyle Books
2017).
Photographs Carole Hampshire

Carole Hampshire

BUTTON HOLE BOOK
Workshop with Barb Adams

All had fun learning with friends. Great two days
shared. Barb is a great facilitator, resource and
mentor.
Photographs Andrew Prince
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PLANT TO PAPER
I travelled the long road to Bundoora and home of the Victorian Papermakers today
to get some tips and tricks on making paper from plants with papermaker expert
Gail Stiffe. Gail is also an amazing bookmaker and President of the Papermakers.
The stables at Coopers Settlement,
Bundoora Park is a wonderful place
to visit and adjoins the Bundoora
Homestead Art Gallery. I didn’t have
time to check the gallery out today but
will next time I am in the vicinity.

Mulberry branches steamed, the outer bark scraped off and the inner
bark cooked for around 30 minutes with caustic soda then washed well
before hand beating.

Various means were used to beat the precooked fibre, from hand beating to blender to the Valley hollander beater
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Gail had pre-prepared some plant pulp but
also demonstrated the beating machines on
NZ flax. We also prepared mulberry branch
pulp from scratch. It was a fantastic learning
experience, thank you Gail and the rest of the
participants for a great day. The paper pulps
we used were parsley, nettles, spring bulbs
and the NZ flax and mulberry. I also came
home with some leftover pulp which is in the
freezer and will be used with the 4th year
education students in December.

Jo-Anne Britt

Reproduced with permission from https://carlseapatch.wordpress.com/2019/10/19/
making-paper-from-plants/

Participants moved around the room with their own cooching
cloths and a stack for each paper type.
The resultant papers drying
Photographs Leanne Poole
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OUTDOOR SHOWER
This work of paper continues Kate Hill’s
interest in site-specific practice. With a
background in ceramics, Kate predominately works with clay and minerals
originating from a series of discrete sites
across Victoria. After a recent residency
in Okinawa, Japan, where she was experimenting with clay pigments as paper dyes,
she learnt to make paper from banana
trees. For ‘Outdoor shower’ (the work
currently on show as part of the group
show Lemon Yard at Mr Kitly, Brunswick),
Hill made a series of sheets of paper
from materials in her backyard. This
included banana, aloe vera, hollyhock root,
calendula petals, borage petals, and bailing
twine for fixings. This work explores
papermaking as a practice which incorporates context specific materials, and the
overlapping, interrelating ecosystem of a
garden.

Kate Hill

Button hole book ready to sew see page 17 Photograph Andrew
Prince

More dodgy paper art see page 3 Photograph Carole Hampshire
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SUBTEXT: ART FOR LITERACY
I follow Dodgy papers on Instagram and recently came across a post about them making a stack of black
paper for a fundraising exhibition in support of the Australian Literacy and Numeracy Foundation’s
‘Subtext: Art for Literacy’ Program. The stack will be used for a limited-edition letterpress print of 26
designs by 26 artists based on each letter of the alphabet.
The exhibition is being coordinated by The Hungry Workshop a letterpress and design studio in High
Street Northcote. www.hungryworkshop.com.au.

Opens December 12 at Blackwoods Gallery, 25 Easey Street, Collingwood, VIC 3066. The exhibition
will be on for one night only, 6:30-8:30 and prints will be available online at https://twentysix.fyi/. The
limited-edition Dodgy Paper prints will only be up for auction on the night of the event.

Gail Stiffe

IN SEARCH OF THE BOOK AS A WORK OF ART
In Search of the Book as a Work of Art is done! It’s been about three years in the writing/editing/
producing and I am delighted it’s now On Sale - many of you will also have received a MailChimp ad for
it, but I wanted to touch base with you myself as well, especially as, over the years, I have had so much
enjoyable conversation & other dealings on the venerable subject of The Book - to buy a copy, go to
https://opifex.com.au/the-books/in-search-of-the-book-as-a-work-of-art/

the cover is attached here, and the drawing was especially done for the book
by Timothy Ely in the US - you can see a heap of Timothy’s work on this site https://www.pinterest.com.au/VickiDonkersley/timothy-ely/

part of the purpose of Opifex is to publish work that genuinely reflects the
state of the art in the field of the Book, what Peter Koch has clarified as The
Bibliosphere, which really is every book every made, and every word ever
written about any book, and my task in In Search of was to see how we could
talk about the book as non-experts and still be accurate & sensitive about
what we see -

Alan Loney

CHRISTMAS BOOK SWAP 2019
The idea is to make seven miniature books with a Christmas theme, A6 size or smaller. One book is to
keep for yourself, one is for the PoV archives and five for the swap pool. You will receive five books in
return. It is a great way of sampling other artists’ work, looking at structures in detail and gaining future
ideas. I now have 120 books.
Please send your swaps by November 25th 2019 to:-

Beverly Bennett
24 Wantirna Rd.,
Ringwood Vic. 3134

Beverly Bennett
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WORKSHOPS 2020
INTRODUCTION TO
PAPERMAKING
Sunday 9th February 10am – 4pm
Tutor: Barb Adams
Cost: $80 for members and $100 for non-members
Registrations close: Thursday 30 January
This workshop will introduce you to the skill of
hand papermaking with recycled pulp of different
colours.
You will learn about the preparation and choice of
materials for pulp, how to form a sheet of paper
and the pressing and drying of your paper.
Pulp will be provided by the tutor.
This workshop would also be suitable for
papermakers who can make paper and want to
extend their skills.
At the end of the workshop you will have many
sheets of beautiful paper to use as you wish.
Materials list sent to people who register.
For any information please contact Barb Adams
barb@barbadams.com or M: 0418893265

its origins, strength and practicalities as well as
discovering a completely new craft. Those who
participate in the workshop will take home two
completely different Hanji items that they have
made and have the skills to continue doing this
unique paper craft.

WATERMARKS
Sunday 17 May 10 am - 4 pm
Tutor: Gail Stiffe
Cost $80 members $120 non members
Applications close 5 May
Learn about the history of watermarks and how
to make permanent and temporary watermarks
for your own moulds. Make watermarks from a
variety of materials and use them for identification
and as an artform.

HANJI PAPERCRAFT
Saturday and Sunday 14 & 15 March 10am - 4 pm
Tutor: Jan Coveney
Cost: $160 for members and $200 for
non-members
Registrations close 1 March 2020

This workshop is suited to all abilities. Learn the
basics of Hanji by cutting different shapes out of
cardboard and assembling them. Participants will
acquire a good knowledge of what Hanji paper is,
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JAMIESON GATHERING 2020
Friday 24 - Monday 27 April
Cost $150 members and partners $200 non
members

We will once again head up to Jamieson for an
extended weekend of papery activities.

T-SHIRTS AND JEANS TO
PAPER
Sunday 16 August 2020 10 am – 4 pm
Tutor: Gail Stiffe
Applications close 6 August.

Turn your T-shirts and jeans into fine paper
instead of sending to landfill. Learn how to use a
Hollander Beater to turn all sorts of natural fabrics
into high quality pulp and make extra strong acid
free paper. Any fabric that is 100% natural plant
fibres can be made into paper. Examples are denim,
hemp, linen and cottons. Papermakers of Victoria
owns two Hollander beaters that are available
for members to use once they have had a training
session. This workshop shall be considered to be
INDIGO AND RUST
a training session and participants will take home
with them paper made from denim and T-shirts
and will also take a small amount of pulp to use at a Saturday and Sunday 14and 15 November
10am-4pm
later date. A certificate will be provided to all who
Tutor: Barb Adams
attend the workshop.
Cost: $160 for members and $200 for
non-members
There will be a materials fee of $10 each to cover
Registrations close 1 May 2020
pre prepared pulp and a materials list will be sent
closer to the workshop date.
During this 2 session workshop, the fascinating
process of dyeing in the Indigo vat will be explored
in detail. You will also learn how this reacts with
rust. On the first day you will learn how to wrap,
clamp, roll, fold and dip your papers in a variety
of ways using a wide variety of commercial and
handmade papers. You will dye the fabric for the
cover of your book, which you will make in the
second session.
Overnight you will dry/iron your paper and fabric
ready for bookmaking on day two.

NATURAL INKS AND
HANDMADE BRUSHES

Day two I
You will assemble your beautifully dyed book
pages and stitch them together with the indigo
dyed thread. This book will be a wonderful place
to display your attractive papers and record what
you have learnt about Indigo and rust.

Sunday 25 October 2020 10 am – 4 pm
Tutors Gail Stiffe and Sue Cust
Cost $80 members $120 non members
Applications close 15 October

Learn how to make inks from various natural
materials including avocado, tea, acorns etc then
make some brushes to use with the inks.
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CALENDAR 2020
January

19/1 		
30/1		

February

1/2		
		
		
		
9/2		
27/2		
March

1/3		
		
1/3		
14-15/3
		
22/3		
April

4/4		
		
9/4		
24,25,26/4
May

Items for January news
Applications close Beginners

10am Committee Meeting
12 noon Lunch and Library
1 pm General meeting
2pm Speaker Annique Goldenberg
10am - 4 pm Beginners Workshop
Applications close Hanji

Paperday at the stables making 		
paper, Anne Pitkethly
Deckle Edge Deadline
10am - 4pm Hanji Paperworkshop 		
with Jan Coveney
Items for March news

12 noon Lunch and Library
1 pm Printing activity
Applications close Jamieson weekend
Jamieson weekend

1/5		
Friday Paperday at the stables 		
		
Cumbungi Tricia Alexander
7/5		
Applications close Watermarks		
		workshop
17/5		
Watermarks workshop
20/5		
Items for May news
June

1/6		
Deckle Edge Deadline
6/6		
10am committee meeting
		
12 noon Lunch and Library
		
1pm General meeting
		
2pm Activity provided by the		
		Papermates
July

5/7		
Printing day at the stables Laraine 		
		Peters
19/7		
Items for July news
August

1/8		
		
		
		
6/8 		
16/8		

10am Committee Meeting
12 noon lunch and library
1 pm AGM and General meeting
2pm Speaker Deborah Blakeley
Applications close Tshirts and Jeans
T-shirts and Jeans workshop
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September

1/9		

October

Deckle Edge Deadline

10/10		
10am Committee meeting
		
12 noon lunch and library
		
1pm General meeting
		
2pm meeting activity surface finishes
		with Yabbers
15/10		
Applications close inks and brushes
25/10		
10am-4pm inks and brushes 		
		workshop
November

1/11		
5/11		
14,15/11
27/11		

December

Deckle Edge Deadline
Applications close watermarks
10am-4pm Indigo and rust workshop
Christmas Books due

5/12		
12 noon bring a plate for shared 		
		lunch
Events and dates subject to change.

OPPORTUNITIES
A4Art

Herring Island
Melbourne

See www.contemporaryartsociety.org.au for
details and to apply.
Deadline for receipt of entries: 21 February 2020.

